
Balance/ Step Length/ BEGINNER: SESSION 2  

Exercise Sets Reps Exercise specification/recommendations  

Warm up  
5 minutes of gentle running to raise body/muscle temperature 

Muscle activation  Sets Reps  
Squat stretch 2 8 Squat and crouched down with tailbone between ankles and hands in prayer at chest. Press hands firmly together while at the same 

time pressing elbows against inner thighs. Slowly push the knees out until you feel the stretch. 

Hip opener (hurdles) 2 15 Bend one knee and bring it up to hip height. Now flex the same foot, start bringing the knee out and then slowly bring the foot to 
the ground and then back to the front (imagine you are drawing circles with that knee). After you do 15 reps, reverse the exercise by 
starting with the knee back and motion towards the front. 

Walkout to a runner’s 
lunge 

1 20 Start in a standing position then walk out to a high plank (arms straight). Bring one of your feet forward, close to the hand (same 
side). Hold that position for 3 sec, then bring the foot back to meet the other, walk the hands back slowly to your feet and stand up. 
Repeat the exercise for the other side. 

Drills  Sets   
‘Power skip for heights’ 2 - Skip as high as you can, leading with one leg and raise your knee to hip height. Extend the opposite arm straight overhead to create 

momentum. Make sure that your other leg is straight, and that elbow is slightly bent at your side. Land on the ball of your foot. 

‘Double leg hops’ 2 - Begin to hop in place. Break contact with the ground as little as possible. Keep the arms bend and use them to drive yourself up. Then 
start moving forward with very short steps. Ensure the drill is quick and dynamic. Try to land on the ball of your feet. 

‘Straight leg bounds’ 2 - Keep the torso upright and the back straight. Your legs should mimic a scissors motion as they propel or “pull” themselves forward. 
Simultaneously, bend the arms at the elbow and swing vigorously from the shoulders. 

Fundamental 
movements  

Sets Reps  

Lunges – walking /on 
the spot 

2 8 Start with feet parallel, hip-width apart. Step with one foot out towards the front. Now drop the hips as low as possible ensuring that 
the front knee stays above the ankle and back knee does not quite touch the ground.  
Keep the trunk upright. Place both hands on your waist or keep them in front of you. 
PROGRESSION: use hand weights or kettlebells to increase load and difficulty. 

Straight Leg Deadlifts 
(single leg) 

2 8 Start in standing position. Then gradually start lifting one leg straight back so that you are supporting only on one leg. Try to bring 
the back leg back as high as you can, make sure that it remains straight. Simultaneously, bring your torso down in front of you and 
keep the arms forward. Keep them straight to promote balance. 
PROGRESSION: use hand weights/kettlebells to increase load and difficulty (bend the elbows and keep by the waist). 

Side lying leg lifts 2 10 Lie on one side and extend both legs. Place your lower arm on the floor and upper hand in front of your body. Bring your top leg in 
front of your body (90-degree angle) and lift it up to the ceiling, keeping your hips stacked. Slowly lower the leg down and repeat. 



Plank jumps with 
resistance band  

1 10 Place the resistance band around your thighs or ankles and get into a plank. Jack both legs out to your sides until you feel a stretch 
in your core and glutes. Dynamically, bring your legs back to starting position. Maintain a quick movement and keep tension in the 
core at all times.  

Plyometrics  Sets Reps  
Jumping lunges  2 6 Start with feet parallel, hip-width apart. Step with one foot out towards the front. Now drop the hips as low as possible ensuring that 

the front knee stays above the ankle and back knee does not quite touch the ground. As it is a jumping motion, as you lift back up, 
use your feet to push yourself off the ground and use both arms to create momentum and drive up even higher, allowing for floating 
phase. Keep the trunk upright. Place both hands on your waist or keep them in front of you. When in the air, change sides. Land 
softly. 
PROGRESSION: use hand weights or kettlebells to increase load and difficulty. 

Broad jump 2 6 Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart. Arms lifted. Begin exercise by swinging your arms back behind your body as you bend 
your knees and push your hips back as you drop into a squat. Swing arms forward as you drive your feet into the ground, push hips 
forward, and explode forward off the ground. Jump as far forward as you can. As soon as you land, immediately jump forward again. 

Single leg lateral jump  2 12 From a standing position jump to the side as hard as you can and land on your leading leg. Cross the other leg behind you but don’t 
let it drop to the ground. Immediately jump to the other direction leading with the other leg. Keep as low as you can, make sure you 
jump sideways and not up. Engage opposite arm during each jump.   

Stretching –  Sets Hold  
Hip flexor stretch 1 30sec Begin in a kneeling position. Release one leg and take one large step forwards so that you are in a low-lunge position. Make sure the 

knee is no further than over your toes. If it is, then you will need to take a bigger step forward. Keeping your torso upright, push your 
hips forwards so that you feel a stretch along the front of your right leg. 

Glute stretch (Pigeon) 1 30sec Start on ‘all fours’. Now bring one leg forward and bend the knee it forward as if you were going to step into a lunge. Slowly lower 
the knee and bring it to the floor. Place the shin on the ground so that it is perpendicular to the front edge of your mat or in towards 
the groin (45-degrees). Place both hands on the floor in front of you and extend your back leg. 

Frog pose 1 30sec Start on all fours. Open your knees as wide as you can. Point your toes outwards and open your feet wider than your knees. Point 
your head downwards, keep your back flat and arms in front of you. Push your tailbone towards the back wall and the top of your 
head towards the front wall.  

 

 


